
ZA23 L & S 1
NAME: HILLCREST ONLY ONE
SEX: unknown
COLOR: blue cheq
Entered into the Carnival Gold Cup 2024

20th Final Race winning R4000
19th Ace Pigeon

Full sibling to HILLCREST MILLION who
completed one of the toughest Diaz
series to date. Race 5 finished 8th, only 9
seconds behind the winner.

In our humble opinion this bird contains
some of the best distance blood Europe
has to offer, I doubt there is much better
on these shores at the present time.
Sire is Mark Gilbert UK X George
Carteus, and contains the best Euro-
diamond lines, sire is a full Brother to
SOUTHFIELD MELISSA.
Dam is a full Combinate Verweij De
Haan, via Team Erikson of Denmark. she
is a grandaghter of MESSI and the world
famous MILOS, if you are unaware of
MILOS, take 2 minutes and google him.

As a footnote not only have SOUTHFIELD
MELISSA & MILOS won National races,
they have also bred National winners as
well.

BE-18-4093423
NAME: Gillion
SEX: cock
COLOR: Blue Cheq
Purchased from the 2019 Million Dollar Pigeon
Race, Bred by Cyril & Dirk Martens.

The bird himself finished 295th in the grand
averages, and scored 3 times in the top 130 in
training races, taking into account the breeding I
would suggest the series was not a tough enough
test that particular year.
TF5 91/3170
TF8 128/2557
TF13 107/2501

The sire to this bird "GILLES" was bred by  Mark
Gilbert of UK, he is a full brother to "SOUTHFIELD
MELISSA" who was 1st International Agen 11,444
birds.
Amazingly "SOUTHFIELD MELISSA" is already
mother to a 1st and 2nd National winner, she is
Grand-dam to 4 different National winners, talk
about a bird to found a loft on.
The  sire to "GILLES" is a son of Brockamps
"MISTRAL" the dam to "GILLES" is a direct
daughter of "EURO-DIAMOND" 

DAN220-2019-0957
NAME: MISS MILOS
SEX: hen
COLOR: Dark Chequer
“MISS MILOS”
This hen was bred by Team Eriksson of Denmark,
and purchased following the 2020 MDPR, she
finished 165th in the grand averages, and 418th
in the final, she was clocked in every single flight
and as the series progressed she really started to
improve. Not only is she a superb handler and
consistent racer in her own right, but both
parents are direct from Comb Verweij de Haan,
owners and breeders of the famous “MILOS”
The sire is “MESSI JUNIOR” a son of “MESSI” when
he was paired to his own mother “OLYMPIC
HEINTJE”, “MESSI” was 1st National 3151 birds, 1st
National 2366 birds, and 2nd National 7655 birds,
12th National 10,331 birds. What a racer!!!
The dam to “MISS MILOS” is a direct daughter
from “MILOS” when he was paired back to one of
his own daughters. The dam to the daughter he
was paired to is “BOLLEJTE” a 1st National winner
from Bergerac 6462 birds.  “MILOS” himself was
1st National 1862 birds, and not only is he a
national winner but he is breeding National
winners. To date he is the sire of 1st National, 2 X
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